
Football QB Throwing Velocity - Base Program
R

Training Tips for Quarterback Throwing
1. Warmup thouroughly before training & throwing.
2. Give your arm & shoulder a full day of rest between your training days in this program.
3. Perform this program at the start of your training program when arm & muscles are
    fresh and NOT fatigued. Do not perform this program after lifting weights or practice!
4. Throwing a ball is a function of power & speed and training to improve arm & ball velocity
    should be performed with 3-5 repetitions (throws or strength movements) at a relatively
    high intensity followed by adequate recovery. So after the 3-5 reps/throws take a 
    minimum of 30 seconds to 2 minutes to rest/recover before throwing again. This will 
    build the ability to throw the ball with greater arm & ball speed. Training by throwing or
    performing reps greater than 5 repetitions will build more endurance to throw the ball
    more times but at a lower velocity. So resist the temptation to throw 10-20 balls in a row
    as you will train your arm to be slower...
5. In the perfect world (when you have room to step up in the pocket to throw) the ideal 
    throwing mechanics consist of a A) step, B) hip turn, C) chest/shoulder turn and 4) the 
    arm whipping through. This program can train those mechanics, however at the pro-
    fessional level the best QB’s have to be able to throw some passes with just their arm,
    or with just their upper body, or off their back foot or in some other real-world situation
    where the pocket collapes and the QB must be able to complete passes by being a better
    athlete and without using perfect throwing mechanics. This program will also train this as well.

Basic Footwork #2

2. Throw
- set feet, turn hips fast
- repeat 2-4 sets/5 reps
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Basic Footwork #1

2. Throw
- set feet, turn hips fast
- repeat 2-4 sets/5 reps
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1. Footwork
- step back, over hurdles

starting band resistance
hip trainer-black/orange

From under center or shotgun, step over 1-3
6-12” hurdles; stay tall, head & eyes still; get feet 
set fast; fast hip turn; chest/arms move together.

From under center or shotgun, step over 1-3
6-12” hurdles; stay tall, head & eyes still; get feet 
set fast; fast hip turn; chest/arms move together.
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1. Throw
- step, turn hips & hold
- 2-4 sets/5 reps

starting band resistance
hip trainer-black/orange

Assisted Hip Turn8
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1. Load
- tall, head still

2. Throw
- foot down, tall, head still
- 2-4 sets/5 reps

starting band resistance
hip trainer-black/orange

Push the ground to move the body towards target, 
stay tall, get front foot down fast; head/eyes still

Keep weight on the in-step on right foot and right
knee over the inside of the right foot!


